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Propensity rule for the magnetic substate distribution in electron capture at high impact energies
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We prove the validity of a propensity rule for populating magnetic substates by electron capture processes
in the intermediate and high-energy range by using the eikonal impulse approximation. This rule says that if
the quantization axis is chosen to be perpendicular to the scattering plane, theM52 l final substates are
predominantly populated. A scaling rule in terms of the projectile charge is used to display results of the
eikonal impulse and the continuum distorted-wave methods.@S1050-2947~97!05510-8#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa
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Lundsgaard and Lin@1# studied the magnetic-substate d
tributions of excited states populated by electron capture
cesses in collisions between multiply charged ions and
oms. They observed that if the quantization axis is chose
be perpendicular to the scattering plane, theM52 l final
substates are predominantly populated, wherel and M are
the orbital and magnetic quantum numbers of the final st
respectively. In later works@2# it was shown that the depen
dence of electron capture probabilities with the orientation
the initial state follows a similar rule. The tendency to pop
late theM52 l final magnetic substate was envisaged
Lin and collaborators@1,2# from a classical viewpoint. When
the quantization axis is chosen to be perpendicular to
scattering plane~see Fig. 1! an electron withM52 l follows
the rotation of the internuclear axis staying mostly in t
collision plane. Therefore, electron capture is more likely
a final state in which the sense of the electron rotation
identical to that of the internuclear axis. This propensity r
proved to be valid for transitions at large impact parame
and for projectile velocities near the orbital velocity of th
target electron. At lower impact velocities the electron h
enough time to oscillate between the two collision cente
and then the propensity rule works less satisfactory.

The purpose of this contribution is to examine the valid
of the propensity rule in the intermediate- and high-ene
range. We study the population of the final magnetic s
states of bare multicharged ions colliding with H(1s),

PZP11H~1s!→P~ZP21!1~nlm!1H1. ~1!

Results are displayed employing a scaling rule that let
gather the data corresponding to different projectile char
within a universal band@3#. Atomic units are used.

We work in the nonrelativistic time-independent quantu
formalism, and calculate the transition matrix elementTnlm
for the reaction~1! by using theusual coordinate system
(x,y,z), with thez quantization axis along the incident bea
direction. FromTnlm we obtained the associated transiti
amplitudeanlm(r) ~r being the impact parameter! through
the well-known Fourier transform. The propensity rule r
quires the rotation of theusual coordinate system (x,y,z)
into thenatural coordinate system (x8,y8,z8) shown in Fig.
1 @1,2#. In this system thex8 axis is in the direction of the
incident beam and they8 axis is in the collision plane, so tha
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the projectile lies on the1y8 side. Thez8 quantization axis
is perpendicular to the collision plane, forming a righ
handed Cartesian system, (x8,y8,z8). In the natural system
the transition amplitudeAnlM(r), with M being the final
magnetic quantum number with respect to thez8 axis, can be
obtained fromanlm(r) by using the following unitary trans
formation @4#:

AnlM~r!5(
m

DmM
l ~v!anlm~r!. ~2!

In Eq. ~2! DmM
l (v) is the Wigner coefficient@5# and

v5290° indicates the rotation of thex axis into thez one
around they axis. Note that thenl quantum numbers do no
change under the rotation of the coordinate system.

In the usual coordinate system the cylindrical symmet
with respect to the beam axis allows one to obtain the c
ture cross sectionsnlm as follows:

snlm52pE r druanlm~r!u2. ~3!

Although this symmetry is lost in the rotated frame, we c
still define the quantitydnlM as

dnlM52pE r druAnlM~r!u2, ~4!

FIG. 1. Natural frame of reference for atomic collisions. T
1z8 axis is pointing out the plane.
4314 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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which is not related to any experimental cross section
measures the total probability of populating theM substate
over the whole range ofr in the scattering plane. Both mag
nitudes are connected by the closure relation

snl5(
m

snlm5(
M

dnlM , ~5!

where snl is the capture cross section to thenl subshell.
Notice that ifdnlM corresponding to a particular value ofM
is the only dominant term in Eq.~5!, this term gives a good
estimate ofsnl , which is a quantity liable to be experimen
tally measured. And this is the usefulness of the propen
rule. For example, to obtainsnl whenl is very large, instead
of calculating the contribution of the 2l 11 magnetic sub-
states we can estimate its value by only calculatingdnl2 l .
The percentage of contribution from eachdnlM to snl is
given by the so-called fractional distribution

DnlM5
dnlM

snl
100. ~6!

We calculate the fractional distributions for reaction~1!
by using the eikonal impulse~EI! @6# and the continuum-
distorted-wave~CDW! @7–9# approximations. Both method
have already proved to be successful to deal with a w
variety of atomic collision systems@3,10,11# in the
intermediate- and high-energy regions. To displayDnlM we
use as variable the scaled transfer momentumW̃Pz

defined as

W̃Pz
5

WPz

Z̃P

5
ṽ 21Z̃ T

221

2ṽ
, ~7!

whereWPz
is the component of the usual transfer moment

of the projectile parallel to the impact velocity. The oth
scaled parameters are

Z̃P5
ZP

n
, ṽ5

v

Z̃P

, Z̃T5
ZT

Z̃P

, ~8!

with ZT (ZP) being the target~projectile! Coulomb charge,v
the velocity of the incident ion, and in our caseZT51. This
scaling rule was derived from the distorted-wave theory@3#,
and allows us to plot together results corresponding to
ferent projectile charges. The scaling is valid in the hi
velocity region (v.ZP.ZT), and in the intermediate regio
(ZP>v.ZT) with the conditionZT,ZP /n.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we plot the fractional distributions calc
lated using the EI and CDW approximations, respective
Impact velocities larger than the initial electronic veloc
are considered, i.e.,v.ZT . Projectile charges range from
to 6 for n52 and 3, and from 5 to 8 forn54. As the initial
1s state is symmetric with respect to the scattering pla
only the amplitudes having even values ofl 2M survive
@1,2#. It implies that for eachnl subshell, the magnetic quan
tum numberM associated with the natural coordinate syst
changes in steps of 2.

From Figs. 2 and 3, it can be observed that in all the ca
consideredDnlM with M52 l is largely dominant, as it is
predicted by the propensity rule. Further, the proposed s
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ing shows a good performance allowing us to display
calculations for different projectile charges together. Res
for ZP53 are distinguished from the rest to make clear t
they lightly escape from the universal band in the interme
ate velocities region. And it is so because forZP53 and
n>3 the conditionZT,ZP /n is not verified.

The EI and CDW results strongly verify the qualitativ
tendency given by propensity rule. However, by compar
Figs. 2 and 3 both theories show differences in the abso
values of theM distributions asl increases. Forl 51 the EI
and CDW fractional distributions tend to the same hig
energy limit, though they present different structures at
termediate energies. Forl 52 both approximations give val
ues of DnlM that disagree each other less than 20%
W̃Pz

.1. The worst case corresponds tol 53; while the

CDW approximation predicts thatD4 f 23 decreases with in-
creasing energies~or equivalently with increasingW̃Pz

!, the
EI one gives nearly a constant. Here the largest veloci
considered approach to the limit where the Thomas mec
nism ~v211 dependence! starts dominating@12#. Since the
CDW theory gives the correctm distribution for the Thomas
cross section one may expect it to be correct in the hi
energy limit @13#.

FIG. 2. Fractional distributionsDnlM of the magnetic substate
in the EI approximation, for reaction~1!, as functions of a scaled
transfer momentumW̃Pz

. Note thatM is defined with respect to a
quantization axis perpendicular to the scattering plane, as it is
plained in the text. Symbols: filled circles, results corresponding
projectile chargesZP55, 6, and 8; hollow circles,ZP53.
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The CDW and EI results ofDnlM decrease asM goes
from 2 l to l , in agreement with the findings of Lin an
collaborators@1,2#. However, for l 52 the CDW results
verify that Dnd2.Dnd0 , showing a change of order in th
distributions of less contribution tosnl . On the other side
the EI and CDW approximations give similar values ofsnl

for W̃Pz
.0

For low velocities the propensity rule applies specially
large impact parameters@1,2#. To study this tendency we
show in Fig. 4 capture probabilitiesuA4 f M(r)u2 for collisions

FIG. 3. Similar to Fig. 2 for the CDW approximation.
t

of C61 on H(1s) at v56.36. This is the same collision
system studied by Lundsgaard and Lin at smaller veloci
(v50.220.8). Again we display results in both the EI an
CDW approximations. Three regions can be recognized.
r→0 the probabilities of the differentM substates are al
most equal. At intermediate impact parameters (r;1),
which is the region of interest, probabilities forM52 l are
dominant. Whenr→`, where the contribution tosnl is neg-
ligible, both theories largely disagree. In this region the
approximation strongly verifies the propensity rule, while t
CDW probabilities corresponding to differentM substates
get mixed up. This different behavior is an interesting po
to study.

In conclusion, the propensity rule for populating th
M52 l final substates was expected to be valid in the reg
where the projectile velocity is near the orbital velocity
the target electron. However, the present work proves
validity of the propensity rule in the intermediate and hi
velocities range.

FIG. 4. Electron capture probabilitiesuA4 f M(r)u2 as a function
of the impact parameterr for collisions of C61 on H(1s) at
v56.36. Calculations are made in the EI and CDW approxim
tions. Notation: solid lines,M523; long dashed lines,M521;
short dashed lines,M51; and dotted lines,M53.
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